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WEDDING
PRICING GUIDE



Wow! Thanks for
contacting me
about your
wedding! 
Planning a wedding can be an epic experience with
the right team behind you. When you hire My Twin
Lens Photography you get over 18 years experience
with over 50+ weddings shot. I'm confident I can help
you achieve a fun day and get stellar images to
cherish forever.



Sophie & Cameron
Me and my husband couldn’t be happier with our photos! Devin did an
amazing job (not that I ever doubted her) . They are beautiful, creative
and she captured us so well and the whole family. She really makes
you feel comfortable even if normally you are not when behind the
camera. Our photos are like a dream and she captured how fun the

reception was as well. Didn’t miss any moments! Communication with
her is great, her return time was so fast! She handles large family

photos really well even when people everywhere are trying to tell her
what to do. If you can check out her website with all her photos I’m

sure you’ll be blown away. 10/10 would recommend. 
 



$5500 plus tax
 10 Hour wedding day includes:

Single Photographer shooting 8 hours on wedding
day using 2 full frame cameras with dual memory
card slots & lighting equipment
Full rights to reprint, copy and distribute images for
personal use delivered on a Flash Drive
Minimum of 1000 final images delivered

Preview of a minimum of 60 images within 2 days
delivered via online gallery 

Assistance with wedding timeline, one venue visit
before wedding day 

Two 40 page wedding album printed by Blurb,
large landscape coffee table style with image
wrap and client gets final edit before print 
Extra copies are $300 each 

Print Set including 2 11x14 and 6
8x10 printed by Nations Photo
Lab 

Feel
comfortable

Have fun
Get Images

you love 

50% Deposit due at contract signing



Let's Get
down to the
details

8 Hour wedding day includes:

Single Photographer shooting 8 hours on
wedding day using 2 full frame cameras with
dual memory card slots & lighting equipment

Full rights to reprint, copy and distribute
images for personal use delivered on a Flash
Drive
Minimum of 700 final images delivered

Preview of a minimum of 40 images within 2
days delivered via online gallery 

Assistance with wedding timeline, one venue
visit before wedding day 

One 40 page wedding album printed by Blurb,
large landscape coffee table style with image
wrap and client gets final edit before print 
Extra copies are $300 each 

$4400 plus tax 
50% Deposit due at contract signing



Let's make this happen!
Next steps 

Pick a package
Sign Contract
Put down deposit
Work on Timeline
Get list of family photos together
Then we get to rock out on the wedding day! 

Yay! Here's how we move forward!


